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celebrating 50!
Welcome to our 50th Anniversary Catalogue!

Y Lolfa literally means
‘The Lounge’ but also ‘Funplace’, Lol being the satirical
magazine we got involved
with back in the Sixties. We
were the unofficial printers to
the activist Welsh Language
Society and as publishers we
aimed at a mix of the political
and popular. Our earliest bestseller – selling over 250,000
Our warehouse in Talybont, with its mural
copies – was the humorous
by local artist, Ruth Jên
Welsh is Fun, and we then
gradually expanded into all sorts of books of Welsh
interest, in both languages.
This variety is reflected in this catalogue. You’ll find
books by and about charismatic rugby personalities

Launching Investigating Mr Wakefield by Rob Gittins

such as Nigel Owens and Carwyn James, biographies
of leading Welsh footballers and also books inspired
by Wales’ recent foray into the European Cup. There
are books about Welsh history – national and local
– creative fiction, poetry,
humour and biographies of
general interest. We now
publish a wide choice for
Welsh learners, and a range
of Welsh-interest books for
tourists.
However, please note that
this catalogue includes
books published in the last
three years only, with just a
few from our backlist. For a
full list of titles, authors, and
other information, please go
to our new, mobile-friendly
website at www.ylolfa.com.
We are also active on social
media and you will find the
very latest information about
our books and happenings on Twitter,
Facebook and
Instagram.

Recently-published biography
of Carwyn James by Alun Gibbard

With Westminster politics
becoming more farcical and
unstable by the day, the vision
of a better, freer, happier Wales
has become more urgent than
ever – and of a Wales proud of
its old European roots. We hope
to continue making our small
contribution as a company to the
discussion and promotion of Welsh
ideas and ideals.

Y Lolfa Cyf., Talybont, Ceredigion SY24 5HE
e-mail ylolfa@ylolfa.com
website www.ylolfa.com
tel 01970 832 304
fax 832 782

Catalogue publication date: September 2017

Following the great party we had in Aberystwyth
in May, with two top Welsh bands, it’s still hard to
believe we’ve now hit middle age, especially as we’ve
always flaunted our roots in the youthful protest
of the fun-loving, antiestablishment Sixties! But
if we’ve managed to build a
successful company over the
years, hopefully true to those
ideals, how can we complain?

print
service
Try us for your print work!
Having, right from the beginning, decided to keep our
printing in-house, we now have half a century of experience
of the craft, and an array of the best and latest equipment,
including Komori 5-colour and 2-colour B2 perfecting
presses, a sophisticated Xerox digital press and binding and
finishing machinery.
We are familiar with all the main MAC and PC programs and
supply work for many prominent companies and bodies
within and beyond Wales, with around half our turnover
coming from commercial print work. Big enough to do
the job but small enough to care, we pride ourselves on
our attention to detail and our fast, friendly service, which
includes free delivery. Ask Paul Williams, our Production
Manager, for a quote.

for a print quote,
email
paul@ylolfa.com
or ring Paul now on
01970 831 901
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website
You can browse and buy all our books in print, and many
as e-books, from our new, mobile-friendly website – but
support your local shop if you can! The website is www.ylolfa.
com and has links to our Twitter, Facebook and Instagram
accounts, and our company blog. You can search for authors,
the Welsh
directory,
our print
service and
other general
information,
e.g. submitting
work for
publication.

TRADE INFORMATION
Bookshops: our books are distributed by The Welsh Books
Council, Distribution Centre, Uned 16, Parc Menter Glanyrafon,
Llanbadarn, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3AQ (01970 624 455)
and outside Wales by Gardners Books at www.gardners.com.
We can supply book spinners (on consignment terms) and POS
stands free of charge: contact Garmon Gruffudd for further
information.
North America: Dufour Editions, PO Box 7, 124 Byers Road,
Chester Springs, PA 19425, USA (610) 4585005.
Rights and other queries: contact Garmon Gruffudd on
garmon@ylolfa.com or ring 01970 832 902.

biography
Adams, Sam
Where the Stream Ran Red

The memoir of writer and editor Sam Adams.
It’s the story of the place where he was
raised, Gilfach Goch, Glamorgan; the story
of his family yet also the story of families
throughout the South Wales coalfield in the
early years of the 20th century.

£9.99 9781784611187

Bevan, Teleri
Esme – Guardian
of Snowdonia
A profile of Esmé Kirby,
the conservationist who
formed the Snowdonia
National Park Society.
Her career began as
an actress, and at 23
she married Thomas
Firbank, whose
bestselling book I
Bought a Mountain tells
of their married life at
Dyffryn, a 3,000-acre
farm near Capel Curig.

£9.95
9781847719553

Bevan, Teleri
The Ladies of Blaenwern

This book follows the story of three ladies
who formed a musical partnership, The
Dorian Trio. By World War II, they had
turned to farming in Llanarth, where they
kept indigenous Welsh breeds, but their main
interest was their internationally-respected
Welsh cobs.

£8.95 9781847712639

Bunko, Anthony
Lord Forgive Me, but I was a
(Business) Bullshit Consultant

A hilarious laugh-out-loud memoir based on
true events. Anthony Bunko spills the beans
on what goes on in the two-faced world
of BMWs, smart suits, flip charts and ever
changing buzzwords, while trying to cope
with his midlife crisis.

£9.95 9781847718754

Carlton, Ann
Penny Lane and
All That

A celebration of
growing up in
Liverpool’s Penny Lane
neighbourhood in
the 1940s and 1950s,
the place and time
very familiar to the
Quarrymen/Beatles,
who celebrated it
in their well-known
song of that name. 55
photographs.

£9.99
9781784613693

Davies, Barbara
Evacuee

The remarkable story of Barbara Warlow
Davies, who, as an English-speaking four
year old, was evacuated from Liverpool to
Talgarreg in Ceredigion during the Second
World War.

Davies, Brian
Salem Soldier

The life of Second World War soldier Elfed
Davies (1919–2002), who was raised in
the rural hamlet of Salem, Trefeurig near
Aberystwyth. The book gives vivid account
of Elfed’s childhood in Trefeurig, his
employment in Aberystwyth before the war
and his time as a young soldier in the North
African Campaign.

£9.95 9781847714428

Davies, John
A Life in History

Translated from the Welsh by Jon Gower,
this is the autobiography of the author
of the masterly A History of Wales,
published by Penguin. He describes his
roots in the Rhondda and Ceredigion,
his colourful career as an academic and
activist, and his love of travel, while also
revealing his intimate personal beliefs.

£9.99 9781784612177

Davies, Pennar
Diary of a Soul

A translation of the Welsh-language
classic Cudd fy Meiau, recording the honest
confessions of a deeply spiritual man; with
a foreword by Dr Rowan Williams, former
Archbishop of Canterbury.

£9.95 9781847713766

Davis, Kit & Davis, John
From Harriet with Love

The story of Harriet Davis, the authors’
daughter, who suffered from a rare
degenerative metabolic disease and
passed away aged only 11. In her memory,
her parents established a charity which
provides four self-catering holiday houses
in Pembrokeshire for families with disabled
children.

£9.95 9781847714190

Elias, Joshua Gerwyn
A Doctor’s Tale

This autobiography of a Welsh doctor
gives an insider’s view of some remarkable
incidents: some grave, others amusing but
many disastrous, such as the story of the 60
year old who was convinced that she was
expecting a baby, and the young woman who
was terrified of eating after seeing her friend
choke to death on chips.

£7.95 9781847713063

Evans, Adrian M
A Life’s Journey

Spanning 80 years, retired NHS senior
administrator Adrian Evans’ autobiography
recalls childhood memories in Aberystwyth
and comments on the changing pattern of
healthcare provision in the UK, but peppers
his story with many amusing anecdotes.

£6.95 9781847716415

Evans, Ceiriog Gwynne
Never Again… No Bloody Fear!
A light-hearted reminiscence – funny, tragic
and sometimes disastrous – of the author’s
forays into amateur dramatics, choirs, and
education over the past 45 years. Includes
suggestions which may help budding actors,
singers and performers.

£9.95 9781847716729

Evans, Rhys
Gwynfor Evans: Portrait of a
Patriot

An English adaptation of a comprehensive,
critical, gripping biography of the single
most influential Welsh politician of the 20th
century, and the one most responsible for
Welsh devolution. Includes new, revealing
facts about his personal life and career.

£18.95 £9.95 9780862439187

Ferris, Paul
Dylan Thomas – The Biography
This substantial, thoroughly-researched but
sympathetic study has established itself as
the essential and unsurpassed biography of
Dylan Thomas. According to Kingsley Amis,
‘a hilarious, shocking, sad story… a brilliant
book.’

£12.95 9780862439033

Gibbard, Alun
Into the Wind: The Life of
Carwyn James

A comprehensive biography of one of the
most iconic and popular figures in Wales’
recent history, looking at the private man
as well as the public image. Carwyn James
was not only a legend to rugby fans in Wales
and beyond, but also a prominent figure in
the fields of Welsh broadcasting, politics and
literature.

£14.99 9781784614041

Goodman, Jolyon
Curnow Vosper: His Life and
Works

The life and work of painter Curnow Vosper
(1866–1942), best known for his iconic
painting Salem, depicting Siân Owen entering
the small chapel of Salem in Ardudwy. It
describes his life growing up in Devon,
his paintings in Brittany, and at the Royal
Academy in London.

£17.95 9781784611330

Gwyn, Richard
The Vagabond’s
Breakfast

Richard Gwyn was
given a year to live
in 2006 – he’d lost
nine years of his
life to vagrancy and
alcoholism in the
Mediterranean. Here’s
an account of those
years: redemption via
friendship, imagination,
love, fatherhood;
recovery and a lifesaving liver graft.

Welsh Book of the Year, Non-fiction 2012
£9.99 9780956012555

Jones, Aneurin
Harvest Moon

The autobiography of the most prominent
portrayer of Welsh rural life and its close-knit
communities, together with his most iconic
paintings. A handsome book depicting a way
of life that is rapidly disappearing while also
celebrating the work of one of Wales’ greatest
artists.

£19.95 (hardback) 9781847718747

£7.99 9781784612917
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Jones, Dai
A Life to Dai For

The autobiography of
popular Welsh TV and
radio personality, Dai
Jones Llanilar. In A Life
to Dai For, Dai looks
back at his adventures
over the past fifteen
years or so since his
first autobiography.

£9.99
9781784614478

Lloyd, David
Start the Clock and Cue
the Band – A Life in
Television

The autobiography of David
Lloyd, who spent his career as a
director of television programmes,
travelling from Aberystwyth
to London, from Norwich to
Aberdeen, from Cardiff to Europe,
America, Israel, Africa and Japan
before retiring back home in
Ceredigion.

£9.95 9781784610678

Jones, Eirian
The Welsh Lady from
Canaan

The incredible adventures
of Margaret Jones from
Rhosllannerchrugog, who
became famous in 19thcentury Wales as the ‘Welsh
Lady from Canaan’ as a
result of her travels on five
continents. Her letters from
Jerusalem appear in this book,
alongside an account of her
extraordinary life.

£9.95 9781847714220

Jones, Gareth Wyn
The Hill Farmer

The autobiography of Welsh hill farmer
Gareth Wyn Jones, star of the recent TV
series The Hill Farm, who came to national
prominence in the aftermath of the severe
snowstorm which hit his farm in the
Carneddau mountain range in North Wales in
March 2013.

£9.95 9781784610067

Leech, Alan
Dan Jenkins: A Biography

The biography of enterprising Welsh character
Dan Jenkins (1856–1946), who achieved
a great deal for the newly-emerging board
schools of the late 19th century in terms of
curriculum, use of the Welsh language, St
David’s Day celebrations and the promotion of
many Mid- and West-Wales activities.

£9.95 9781847713162

Lewis, Richard
Out of the Valley

An entertaining and informative auto
biography by Welsh television producer/
director Richard Lewis, who entered the
world of TV in the early 1960s, a formative
time for broadcasting in Wales. Subjects
include the evangelist Evan Roberts, and a
recreation of the last days of Dylan Thomas
in America.

£8.95 9781847711496

Llewelyn, John
Departing from Logic

A memoir of family life in the Ebbw Valley
between the 1930s and the 1950s, then of
foreign travels far beyond Offa’s Dyke, and
finally reconnection with the culture of
Wales. The travels are also inward journeys
from a curious mental bind with which
the narrator found himself faced in his
professional career.

£9.95 9781847714794
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Llywelyn, Jen
Pilgrim of Peace

The biography of the
peacemaker George M Ll Davies
(1880–1949), Methodist minister,
conscientious objector, Member
of Parliament and charismatic
Welshman, reflecting his broad
spectrum of interests and placing
him at the heart of events in the
first half of the 20th century in
Wales and beyond.

£12.99 9781784612405

Malone, Aubrey
Still Rockin’: Tom Jones,
A Biography

A short biography of Tom Jones’ rags to riches
story – his journey from a Welsh mining
village to superstardom. The author gives
a balanced and sympathetic account of his
musical career, his special relationship with
his wife and Wales while not ignoring his
womanizing.

£6.95 9781847711649

Marks, Howard
Two Dragons

Glyn Mathias
Maund, Margaret
Congo Calling

A follow-up to Decades of Discovery, this
book concentrates on the author’s time living
in the former Belgian Congo in Central
Africa between 1968 and 1971. She relates
the difficulties, but her stories also reflect
the fun, joy, friendship and hope of a very
challenging period in her life.

£7.95 9781847716668

Money, Owen
Money Talks

The lively, funny autobiography of the
Merthyr-born Radio Wales presenter,
comedian and showbiz legend. As a
teenager he was torn between a career as a
professional footballer or as a pop singer, but
the lure of the bright lights beckoned and he
has since starred on stage and screen. With a
foreword by Rob Brydon.

£12.95 9781847712356

This book tells the story
of Welshman Howard
Marks, who discovered
his true Welsh identity
after a notorious few
decades in and out of jail.
Raised in Kenfig Hill,
South Wales, he became
one of the world’s most
prolific drug smugglers.

£7.95
9781847712905

Morgan, John M
Fifty Years Within Station
Limits

A detailed account of the impact of
the railways on a South Wales village
community and its surroundings, from
the beginning of the 20th century until
its end. The book also covers the period
the author spent in Egypt on National
Service.

£7.95 9781847718297

Mathias, Glyn
Raising an Echo

The moving, honest and humorous
autobiography of Glyn Mathias, the political
editor of ITN News and then of BBC Wales
in the run-up to the Welsh referendum. His
story reveals the times but also his personal
conflicts, caught as he was between an army
chaplain grandfather and a poet father, who
did time as a conscientious objector.

£9.95 9781847718204

Maund, Margaret
Decades of Discovery

Born in the South Wales Valleys, the author
led a remarkable life as a nurse and midwife
in central Africa in the late 1960s. She was
among the first women to be ordained as an
Anglican priest and in this autobiography
charts the highs and lows of a life spent
breaking new ground.

Morgans, John I
The Honest Heretique

The first biography of William Erbery
(1604–1654), a Welsh clergyman and radical
independent theologian. The volume contains
an introduction to his thinking as well as
extracts from his writings.

£14.95 9781847714855

Needs, Chris
Chris Needs: Like It Is

The autobiography of one of Wales’ favourite
radio presenters. Includes an honest account
of his traumatic childhood, his showbiz
career and his rise to stardom with 40,000
fans in the ‘Garden’ on his legendary Radio
Wales programme.

£9.95 9781847710154

£9.95 9781847712622

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

biography
Needs, Chris
And There’s More

Following on from the best-selling Like It Is,
this book contains further hilarious anecdotes
from the legendary radio presenter. Needs
tracks down his numerous ex-boyfriends, one
of whom turns out to be a beautiful blonde
who is now his ex-girlfriend!

£9.95 9781847711489

Needs, Chris
Chris Needs:
Highs and Lows

This third book tells us
so much more about
Chris’s life. He delves
into those experiences
in life which have
kept him alive and,
on the other hand,
those episodes which
have nearly killed him.
With new photographs
that will fascinate his
legions of fans.

£9.95
9781847713773

O’Brien, Michael
The Death of Justice

The harrowing autobiography of someone
who was imprisoned for 11 years for a
murder he didn’t commit. One of the Cardiff
Newsagent Three, Michael received the
largest payout ever for a wrong conviction by
the police.

£9.95 9781847710482

O’Brien, Michael
Prisons Exposed

An insight into what it’s like to be in prison
on a day-to-day basis and how the prison
system actually works. Based on his firsthand experience inside Cardiff Prison,
Michael recounts the experiences of inmates
and prison officers alike.

£7.95 9781847714114

Owen, Robert
From Criccieth to Kathmandu

The autobiography of Professor Robert Owen
OBE, a leading Welsh orthopaedic surgeon
who has lived life to the full. Raised on a
farm near Llanystumdwy, North Wales, he
trained at Guy’s Hospital before serving
in the RAF and working as a consultant in
Clwyd and as an academic in Liverpool.

£6.95 9781784611828

Parker, Mike
The Greasy Poll

Author and stand-up Mike Parker was
selected as the Plaid
Cymru candidate
for the 2015 general
election in the party’s
top target seat of
Ceredigion. This
book is his diary of
the campaign, from
the many moments
of great hope to the
controversies that
saw him vilified
in sensationalist
newspaper headlines,
and his ultimate defeat.

£9.99 9781784612696
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Pierce, James
A Rare Scholar: The Life and
Work of William Salesbury

The biography of the gifted linguist, scholar
and lawyer who dedicated (and risked) his
life to bring to his people the benefits of
the Humanist
revolution. He
was the principal
translator of the
1567 Welsh New
Testament.

£14.99
9781784612726

Pope, Mal
Old Enough
to Know
Better

The
autobiography of
the singer, writer
and broadcaster
from Brynhyfryd, Swansea. As a teenager he
sent a tape of songs he had written to John
Peel on Radio 1 and was invited to perform
on John’s Sounds of the Seventies show. Six
weeks later Mal was signed to Elton John’s
Rocket record company.

and cycling adventures in Wales, and went
to London for the Festival of Britain and the
Coronation.

£9.99 9781784612030

Stephens, Meic
My Shoulder to the Wheel

The autobiography of Meic Stephens, the
former director of literature at the Welsh Arts
Council, literary journalist,
poet, editor, columnist
and obituarist. Stephens
is a fearless and respected
critic and a scrupulous
literary commentator who
has been a key figure in
Welsh literature, culture
and politics over the past
fifty years.

£9.95 9781784610746

Veasey, Richard
Thomas Jones of
Pencerrig

Artist, traveller, country
squire: the biography
of Welsh 18th-century
landscape painter Thomas Jones (1742–1803)
from Radnorshire.

£9.95 9781847712912

£12.99 9781784613709

Rees, Dewi
General Practice as it Was

White, Lilian & White, Stephen
The Last Evacuee: Reflections
upon a Changing Window

A biographical account of the life of a Welsh
GP starting out in mid-1950s South Wales
and late 1950s Labrador, Canada. Dewi Rees
then became a GP in rural Mid Wales before
retiring to Warwickshire in 1980. Here is his
fascinating story.

The Second World War experiences of Lilian
White, who was evacuated from London to
live with a privileged middle-class family in
the Pembrokeshire coastal town of Tenby, far
removed from her lowly upbringing.

£9.95 9781847714121

£9.95 9781847718303

Rees, Ivor Thomas
Saintly Enigma

Williams, Derek R
Williams, The Llawnt

A biography of Pennar Davies: author,
poet, theologian and activist. It includes
descriptions of the South Wales of his
childhood, the Welsh political awakening
of the period, his time as principal of a
theological college, and an examination of his
groundbreaking books.

Biography recalling the life and work of the
Revd Robert Williams (1810–81), a Celtic
scholar who spent most of his working life
as a rural clergyman and a private tutor at
Rhydycroesau, near Oswestry.

Rees, Ivor Thomas
The Sledgehammer Pastor
Daniel Hughes 1875–1972

Orig Williams, better known as international
wrestler El Bandito, was a fierce nationalist,
a friend of poets, gangsters and psychopathic
wrestlers. He was once stoned by a crowd
in the packed Lahore Cricket ground in
Pakistan, and in Turkey the crowd burnt
down the stadium
where he’d
just finished
performing.

£9.95 9781847713704

A biography of an unconventional
Nonconformist minister who served churches
of various denominations in Lancashire,
Cheshire and America, but mainly in
industrial South Wales. His socialist ideals
often brought him into conflict with his
deacons: locked out of his chapels, he
resorted to a sledgehammer to gain
admittance.

£7.95 9781847716675

Williams, Orig
El Bandito

£9.95
9781847712929

£9.95 9781784610777

Smith, Beatrice
Gasmasks and Garston
– A Liverpool Childhood
(1937–1953)

A wry, autobiographical account of
a girl growing up in a large, chapelgoing, working-class family in the
dockland area of Garston between the
Great Depression of the 1930s and the
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953.
The author’s family had many camping

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

fiction
Arcari, Anita
The Hokey Pokey Man

A moving and poignant family saga spanning
several generations in Italy and Wales,
describing the hopes and struggles of a young
man as he leaves his beautiful mountain
home to find his fortune in a foreign land.

£8.95
9781847712578

Atenstaedt, Rob
Dr Volkisch and
the Stempelhorst
Legacy

A fast-paced thriller set in
the period immediately
after the reunification
of Germany in 1990. Dr
Kurt Volkisch, a senior
ex-SS doctor who has
somehow escaped being
brought to justice, is
reactivated to perform a
duty entrusted to him in
the dying days of the German Third Reich.

£7.95 9781847714282

Blank, Jane
The Geometry of Love

Davis, Gwynn
Aberystwyth Boy

Thirteen short stories reflecting the author’s
experiences of growing up in the seaside
town of Aberystwyth between the ages of ten
and eighteen.

£6.95 9781784611200

Duthie, Paul
A Servant of the Governor

A historical novel based on the actual
events surrounding the Swing Riots
in Hampshire in 1830. Two brothers,
who are agricultural workers, protest
against the use of labour-displacing
threshing machines – but are sentenced
to transportation to Australia for life…

£7.95 9781784611453

Gittins, Rob
Gimme Shelter

A young female witness protection
officer pits herself against one of the
deadliest psychopaths imaginable as
she fights to keep her witness safe; but
is that witness all she claims to be? And, in a
world in which nothing can be taken on trust,
is the protection officer all she seems?

£8.95 9780956012586

This novel is set in Sheffield in the 1980s,
where the New Romantics vie with the
Northern Soulers for control of the clubs
and fashion scene. The miners are on strike,
Thatcher’s in power, but all this means
nothing to two teenage girls looking for kicks
– their one aim: to lose their virginity!

Gittins, Rob
Secret Shelter

Blank, Jane
The Shadow of Nanteos

£8.95 9781784610739

£7.95 9781847710390

A historical love story based on the lives of
the Powell family of Nanteos mansion near
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion. Set in the 1750s, a
time of great turbulence in the area nicknamed
‘The Wild West’, the book sets the personal
tragedy of the gentry family against the
background of the Cardiganshire lead wars.

£8.99 9781784611712

Jane Blank at Nanteos Mansion

Hicks, Jonathan
Demons Walk Among Us

The second Thomas Oscendale novel,
following the success of The Dead of Mametz.
This novel opens in Gallipoli on 4 March
1915 as the invasion force prepares to land
on the Dardanelles. Oscendale is a thoughtful
detective who fights against the brutality he
sees all around to bring a killer to justice…

£8.95 9780956012593

Hughes, John
Glyndŵr’s Daughter

Gwenllian was Owain Glyndãr’s daughter.
Her life was tied to the ebb and flow of her
father’s war and this novel is based on poems
written by Lewis Glyn Cothi, Llawdden and
Ieuan Gyfannedd.

£7.95 9781847713315

Hughes, John
Llywelyn

Set in medieval Wales in the final years of
the reign of Prince Llywelyn, the last Welsh
Prince, our heroine Beth finds herself at the
heart of the political intrigue and in-fighting
at Llywelyn’s court. The prince has many
enemies – not just the ruthless King Edward
I of England, but also his own brother
Dafydd…

£8.95 9781847718327

The sequel to Rob Gittins’
hard-hitting first crime
thriller, Gimme Shelter, this
novel continues the story of
witness protection officer Ros
Gilet.

Gittins, Rob
Investigating Mr
Wakefield

A psychological thriller which
studies the male desire to
possess, control and watch his
beloved in the most intimate
of spaces.

£8.99 9781784612399

Gittins, Rob
The Poet and the Private Eye

New York, 1953. A private investigator takes
on a tail job, his quarry a newly-arrived
visitor from the UK. The private eye has
never heard of him, but he will. The mark is
the Welsh poet, Dylan Thomas. And in three
weeks’ time, Mr Thomas will be dead…

£8.95 (paperback) / £14.95 (hardback)
9781847718990 / 9781847719836

Griffiths, Peter
The Mystical Milestone

A novel set on the Gower peninsula, South
Wales, in the 1980s. It explores obsession,
mysticism, loyalty and faith.

£7.95 9781847718273

Hicks, Jonathan
The Dead of Mametz

Thomas Oscendale, a military policeman
based in France, investigates the suicide
of a corporal of the Welsh Regiment and
two related murders in June 1916. His
investigation reveals a map marking a spot
in Mametz Wood which is also of interest to
British and German Intelligence…

Hughes, John
The Lost Welsh Kingdom
A novel set in the period of the
reign of Gruffudd ap Llywelyn
(1039–63), a violent, determined
man who became the undisputed
king of all Wales. The story follows
the life of Elen who, against her
will, becomes embroiled with that
of this most powerful of Welsh
kings at his capital in Rhuddlan.

£8.99 9781784611699

Humphries, John
Last Rites

A ringing telephone, once
belonging to the KGB, leads
investigative journalist Jack Flynt to a Breton
island in search of the
woman pleading for
help at the other end
of the line.

£8.99
9781784612535

Jones, Graham
Return from
Darkness

Schoolboy David’s
life is changed for the
better by an encounter
with the guarded and
mysterious headmaster
of his school. A
storyteller and mystic,
he opens the timid boy’s eyes to the reality
of ‘other worlds’ beyond our own. Twentyfive years later, returning to Pembrokeshire,
David embarks on a quest that will take him
deeper into these alien realms.

£8.99 9781784613716

£8.95 9781847713155

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

fiction
Morgan, Sheila
Olicka Bolicka & Pink Bluebells

Jones, Lloyd
Water

A gripping novel set on a remote lakeside
farm, Dolfrwynog, in North Wales, where
we are introduced to a family living a basic
life following a worldwide ecological crisis.
The mother, Elin, has turned her back on the
world, Uncle Wil is aging and the children,
Mari and Huw, have yet to realize the tragedy
that’s isolating the farm…

£8.95 9781847718181

Jones, Moelwyn
Glyndŵr: Son of Prophecy

Novel based on the real life and battles of
Owain Glyndãr. The first in a trilogy.

£6.99 9781784613006

Jones, Moelwyn
Glyndŵr – To
Arms

In this, the second in
the trilogy, resident
bard Gruffudd ap
Caradog tells Glyndãr
of a time at the
beginning of the 1400s
when a new spirit
of Welsh pride was
born and the Welsh
nobility put aside their
differences.

£7.99
9781784614034

Lloyd, David
Tales of an Aber Lad

Short stories depicting life in Aberystwyth
in the 1940s and 1950s: the old cinemas, the
circus, sweet shops, the Pier and everything
that made life worth living in Aberystwyth.

£9.95 9781847710963

Luther, Peter
Dark Covenant

A vivid novel full of suspense, magic and
mystery. In the 19th century, a sinister
publication transformed a disfigured
prostitute into a beautiful and wealthy
socialite. Now in the form of a glossy
magazine, it is performing miracles for a
lawyer down on his luck.

£7.95 9780862439545

Luther, Peter
The Vanity Rooms

The third book in the ‘Honeyman’ series,
Honeyman being a sort of spiritual detective
on the trail of a Satanic organisation covertly
operating under various guises. In this latest
incarnation they are a kind of arts council,
giving free accommodation to
aspiring celebrities…

£8.95 9780956012562

Morgan, Sheila
Feet of Clay

Based in an early 1950s South Wales
mining village, this novel looks at the
families who survived the war and
who now are a two-wage household.
This new affluence brings with it
greed, jealousy and impatience.
Godfrey Parson, having completed
National Service, has tasted freedom
and has money in his pocket, and
doesn’t intend to give it up.

£7.95 9781847714244
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Ivy Edmunds and her family relocate at
her husband’s insistence from a recentlyallocated modern council house near the sea
to a shabby terrace in a South Wales mining
village, to escape bombing during World War
II. Ivy is loath to go, but gradually her opinion
of her new surroundings changes.

£7.95 9781847710956

Moynihan, Thomas T
To Win Against the Odds

The extraordinary early life-story of Thomas
Jones who, abandoned by his father at birth,
is bullied at school in the Valleys of South
Wales. To defend himself, the seven-year-old
is given boxing lessons by his grandmother…

£5.95 9781847710925

Owen, Llwyd
Faith, Hope and Love

Alun Brady, a young man who has led a
sheltered life with his parents in a rich
Cardiff suburb, is thrown into bizarre new
situations when his grandfather comes to
live with the family. He meets colourful
new characters who disrupt and shatter his
monotonous life.

£9.99 9780955527272

Owen, Llwyd
The Last Hit

A gripping novel by Llwyd Owen about an
underworld of gang warfare in South Wales,
where murder is becoming a way of life.
The Welsh-language version of this novel, Yr
Ergyd Olaf, was long-listed for the Book of the
Year award.

£8.95 9780956012579

Pryce, Malcolm
A Dragon to Agincourt

An action-packed historical novel set during
Owain Glyndãr’s War of independence
against the English. We relive this bloody
but inspirational period of national rebellion
through the eyes of Owain’s closest
associates.

£7.95 9780862436841

Pugh, Ieuan M
Dead Man Airbrushed

A novel set in an art college at the beginning
of the 1960s. Johannes Taliesin applies for
a commission in the RAF, but ends up in an
art college where everything and everyone is
above his station. He goes insane, at which
point the story develops.

£9.95 9781847718310

Thomas, Gareth
A Welsh Dawn

Set in rural Wales, this novel
explores the tensions within
Welsh society in the 1950s:
between Welsh and English
speakers, between North
and South, between idealists
and social climbers, between
the generation who had
experienced the war and the
young people who saw Wales
as a European country.

£9.95
9781847718242

Williams, Gwyn
The Last House Officer

The story of Owen Morgan, a junior doctor
trying to find his feet in the modern NHS.
Unfortunately he is peculiarly ill-equipped
to survive the demands of the ever-changing
world of hospital medicine, his feisty Indian
wife, his two sons and their tumultuous home
life.

£8.99 9781784611224

Williams, Herbert
Love Child

This fast-moving novel traces the return of a
Fleet Street reporter to the seaside town of
Glanaber to cover a sex scandal involving the
college principal. He makes a splash and is
relocated there to start up a new magazine.
He meets up with his old girlfriend Annette,
who had a baby by him…

£8.95 9781847713070

Williams, Peter Gordon
Llywelyn ap Gruffudd: The Life
and Death of a Warrior Prince
Llywelyn narrates his own story in this
historical novella based on the life and
times of Llywelyn ap Gruffudd (c.1223–82),
‘Llywelyn the Last’.

£6.95 9781784611392

Williams, Peter Gordon
Owain Glyndãr: The Last Prince
of Wales

Williams takes up the story of Glyn Dãr,
warrior, magician, international statesman
and political visionary, in 1399. Glyn Dãr
is already middle aged but, after fighting
alongside Richard II in the Scottish
campaigns, finds Henry IV wanting and so
begins the Welsh Revolt: the longest rebellion
in medieval history.

£7.95 9781847713636

Llwyd Owen launching The Last Hit

history
Davies, Cennard
The Welsh Language

A brief, comprehensive history of the Welsh
language from its Celtic origin to its present
use and status, revealing the development
of Britain’s oldest surviving living language.
New edition.

£4.95 9781784611408

Davies, Eirug
The Welsh of Tennessee

The story of the Welsh who helped develop
Tennessee state’s fledging iron and coal
industry; how they became Knoxville’s
largest employer, started the so-called Dixie
Eisteddfod, and got involved in an armed
insurrection over the use of convicts in the
mines.

£8.95 9781847714299

Davies, John & Delyth, Marian
Wales in 100 Places

A volume to treasure, combining the words
and pictures of a distinguished historian
and a leading creative photographer. These
are the hundred places to see before you
die: a fantastic challenge to those who enjoy
wandering around Wales and delving into its
astonishingly rich historical heritage.

Martin Crampin
Burge, Alun
William Hazell’s Gleaming
Vision

£19.99 9781784613471

This fully-illustrated book brings together
over six years of research and an archive of
thousands of high-quality photographs, to
produce a detailed narrative outlining the
range and development of stained glass in
Wales from the 14th century up to the present
day.

£29.95 9781847718259

Darbyshire, Les
Our Backyard War: West
Merioneth in World War II

A collection of memories and stories by those
who lived and trained in the western area
of Merioneth during the Second World War.
By their service and dedication, they kept up
the morale and pride of all to ensure victory
against the adversities encountered.

£12.99 9781784611323
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Evans, Ceiriog Gwynne
Once Upon a Time in Goginan

A history of the village of Goginan near
Aberystwyth, from the time of the Celts and
Romans to the present day, examining how
people were affected by developments in
education, religion and mining.

£14.95 9781847710932

£12.95 9780862432652

Fleming, Ian
Glyndãr’s First Victory

Clews, Roy
To Dream of Freedom

Crampin, Martin
Stained Glass from Welsh
Churches

£14.95 (paperback) / £24.95 (hardback)
9781784611743 / 9781847719058

A comprehensive illustrated history of Wales
from earliest times, told with loving passion
by one of the greatest Welshmen of the 20th
century. 500 pages, now in an eighth edition.

£9.95 (paperback) / £14.95 (hardback)
9781784610081 / 9781784610449

£9.95 9780904864953

Broadcaster Huw
Edwards traces the past
history and present
position of London’s
Welsh churches. He
examines the origins
of the London Welsh,
the pattern of Welsh
migration to London
past and present, the
influence of Howel Harris and the early
Methodists, and the Welsh preaching
tradition.

Evans, Gwynfor
Land of My Fathers

William Hazell is a key figure to belatedly
emerge from the South Wales coalfield. His
lifelong commitment to the co-operative
movement was inspired by his experience of
the deep and loyal relationship between the
people of the Valleys and their actively cooperative societies.

The gripping, best-selling story of MAC and the
Free Wales Army – the men who, during the
1960s, challenged England’s rule in the first
Welsh armed rebellion since the days of Owain
Glyndãr. New photographs and preface.

Edwards, Huw
City Mission:
The Story of
London’s Welsh
Chapels

Davies, R R
Owain Glyndãr: Prince of Wales
The story of the Owain Glyndãr rebellion
written by the foremost scholar in this field.
A masterful study of the life and legacy of
Glyndãr, whose revolt against English rule in
the early 15th century ensured his status as a
national hero.

An account of the battle of Hyddgen in the
Pumlumon mountains of Mid Wales, one
of Owain Glyndãr’s first victories at the
beginning of his revolt in the summer of
1401. Includes historical, topographical
and written evidence of the event, with
photographs and maps.

£6.95 9780862435905

Gee, Loveday Lewes
A Very Small Corner of Paradise

Davis, Paul R
Castles of the Welsh Princes

This book explores the links between the
history of Llanllñr in West Wales, the people
who lived there and their gardens. The story
begins with Celtic saints in the Dark Ages and
continues with Cistercian nuns in medieval
times, Elizabethan squires, Victorian gentry
and present inhabitants.

£7.95 9780862439705

German, Glyn E
Welsh History – A Chronological
Outline

£5.95 9781847711274

In this fully-illustrated book, Paul Davis
guides the reader to some of the most aweinspiring and romantic castles in Wales and
describes their construction and history.

£6.95 9781847712592

Ebenezer, Lyn
Operation Julie: The World’s
Greatest LSD Bust

A chronological outline of Welsh history
from prehistoric times to the present day.
The book is intended for non-specialists who
want an easily accessible and understandable
overview of Welsh history – no such book
has existed since the Annales Cambriae.
Illustrated with around 30 photographs.

The history of one of the world’s biggest
drugs networks, which was active in Mid
Wales in the mid-1970s. In a rural laboratory
near Tregaron, pure LSD valued at millions of
pounds was produced and seized, leading to a
notorious criminal case.

£7.95 9781847718228

£9.95 9781847711465

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

history
Griffiths, Robert W
Slaying the Dragon

A broad critique of the negative role that
religion has played in influencing human
culture historically, along with an updated
look at its conflict with the atheist ethos;
with a personal reflection on why the author
became a non-believer.

£7.95 9781847714800

Griffiths, Steve
Dafydd ap Llywelyn: The Shield
of Wales

This book recalls the life and career of Prince
Dafydd the Second of Gwynedd and Wales
(c.1215–46) and a relatively forgotten era
in Welsh history, with guidance to many
locations which can be visited today. Includes
superb colour photographs.

£5.95 9781847713384

Gruffudd, Heini
A Haven from
Hitler

The life of Kate BosseGriffiths and her family
during the Second
World War, and the
effects of the Nazi policy
of genocide. This is a
poignant and moving
story which describes
the murder of her
mother, the suicide of
her aunt, the sacking of
her father – a prominent
surgeon – and Kate’s
escape to Wales.

Welsh Book of the Year 2013
£9.95 9781847718174

Hicks, Jonathan
The Welsh at Mametz Wood

A new interpretation of the First World War
battle for Mametz Wood in July 1916, telling
the story of those terrible days from the
viewpoint of soldiers on both sides. It uses
primary sources, including personal accounts
and photographs published for the first time.

Hughes, T Meirion
Caernarfon Through the Eye of
Time
From historic ships and shipping families,
riots and flag burning to more leisurely
activities, this book takes us on an eyeopening journey through 18th–20th century
Caernarfon. Written by popular local
historian T Meirion Hughes in his congenial
and informative manner.

£4.95 9781847719300

This detailed work
brings together the
personal experiences,
poignant stories,
vivid accounts and
photographs of
soldiers who fought
at the Battle of
Passchendaele.

£14.99
9781784613747

First Air War

Hicks, Jonathan
Wales and the

An account of Welsh involvement in the Royal
Flying Corps, Royal Naval Air Service and
Royal Air Force during the First World War.
Each Welsh casualty and every award given
for bravery to Welshmen on active service is
recorded. The book also includes stories of
famous Welsh flying aces and many photos.

£14.99 9781784613747
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A short pocket history of Wales, describing
how the Welsh have both resisted and
absorbed invasion after invasion. Princes,
papists, protestants, politicians, patriots,
prophets and proletarians pass swiftly before
us in this gripping narrative of conquest,
resistance and survival.

£4.95 9781847710185

Morgan, Gerald
Castles in Wales: A Handbook

James, E Wyn (ed.)
Flame in the
Mountains:
Williams
Pantycelyn,
Ann Griffiths
and the Welsh
Hymn

The hymn is one of
the great highlights
of Welsh literature.
This volume draws
together the late
Professor H A Hodges’
writings on William
Williams Pantycelyn,
Ann Griffiths and the Welsh hymn, including
his acclaimed English translations of Ann
Griffiths’s hymns and letters, and his
unpublished notes.

A comprehensive introduction to the
castles of Wales, with a detailed guide to
80 of them, photographs and OS gridreferences. The introduction covers the
contemporary historical significance
of castles; the military and political
background; building stone castles, and
mottes and ringworks; and the castles of
the Welsh princes.

£6.95 9781847710314

Morgan, Gerald
In Pursuit of Saint David

An examination of the life of Saint David,
his religion, the myths associated with
him, the history of St David’s Day and the
churches named after him.

£5.99 9781784613723

£12.99 9781784614546

Morgan, Gerald
Looking for Wales

Jones, Vivian
A Childhood in a Welsh Mining
Valley

£4.95 9781847717078

Vivian Jones recounts with great warmth
his childhood in a working-class family
within the community of a small mining
village in the Welsh Valleys in the 1930s.
This fascinating book relives that time, place
and culture in vivid detail and considers the
continuing influence of growing up in such
an environment.

£9.99 9781784613754

Madgwick,
Gaynor
Aberfan

£12.99 9781784612382

Hicks, Jonathan
The Welsh at
Passchendaele

Morgan, Gerald
A Brief History of Wales

On 21 October
1966, thousands
of tonnes of
coal tip waste
slid down a
mountainside and
devastated the
mining village
of Aberfan.
The black mass
crashed through
the local school
and 144 were
killed, including
116 schoolchildren. Gaynor Madgwick was
there – she was eight and severely injured –
and here tells her own story.

£9.99 9781784612757

Moore-Colyer, Richard
Farming in Wales 1936–2011

A collection of twelve essays on Welsh history
and culture, with an appendix of further
reading.

Morgans, John I & Noble, Peter C
Our Holy Ground

This book explores the history of the Welsh
Christian experience and the sense of drama
that has run in its chequered path for almost
2,000 years, making the sweep of the Welsh
story accessible to the non-specialist.

£9.99 9781784612801

Pountney, Jon & Gibbard, Alun
Cardiff before Cardiff

The story of a lucky find that led to a unique
photographic record of Cardiff life in the
1970s and 1980s. It’s also a story of personal
tragedy and of unexpected hope that came
from social media.

£12.95 9781847715715

Rees, Ivor Thomas
Clapham Dissenters

The history of one of the oldest
Nonconformist churches in England and
Wales, and of Nonconformism over the
centuries. It tells of the
relationship of one of
the church’s ministers
with the prime minister
of the day, William
Gladstone, and of the
influence of the church
in this part of London.

£9.95
9781784610760

The history of the Farm Business Survey over
the past 75 years. It reviews the rationale
behind the survey and considers the views
and experiences of farmers whose activities
have in some way been influenced by it.

£9.95 9781847713643

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

Walklate, Neil
St Nicholas: A Glamorganshire
Parish

Richards, Alun John
Trolleybus Pilot

An account of the surprising role played by
trolley buses – once a common sight in many
British towns and cities – in the training of
pilots for the Royal Air Force. A nostalgic look
back at a previously unrecorded activity.

This book outlines the history of the parish
of St Nicholas from 4000 BC to the 20th
century. There is a wealth of information
about the houses and farms of the parish and
their occupants. Also the workings of the
vestry, with reference to the poor, upholding
the law and maintenance of the church.

£9.99 9781784612429

Roberts, Emrys
Highlights from
Welsh History

A look at the huge
contribution this small
nation of Wales has made
to the world. Did you know
that Wales boasted the most
advanced laws in the Middle
Ages, as well as producing
Britain’s only effective
royal dynasty and its most
effective prime minister?

£3.99
9781784613891

Robinson, Paul & Robinson, Robert
Fanfare for a Church

This book tells the remarkable story of The
Church of the Blessed Sacrament, Gorseinon,
a distinctive church in a small Welsh parish of
about 200 people who raised the cash to build
it. Now a listed building, it is a monument to
the effort of the people and the vision of the
priest and the architect.

£6.95 9781847712318

£12.95 9781847714152

Williams, Owain
Tryweryn – A Nation Awakes
Towns, Jeff & Thomas, Wyn
Dylan Thomas – The Pubs

A pictorial tour of some of the pubs favoured
by Dylan Thomas in Swansea, West Wales,
Oxford, London and the USA, with reference
to the events reflected in his famous works.
Full of amusing anecdotes, Thomas’ love of
pubs is shown to be more than just a love of
alcohol.

£19.95 (hardback) / £12.95 (paperback)
9781847716934 / 9781847718167

Turvey, Roger
Owain Gwynedd: Prince of the
Welsh

A study of the life and career of Owain
Gwynedd (c.1100–70), who played such a
dominant role in the history of Wales before
her conquest. He was king of Gwynedd until
his death and the first to be styled ‘Prince
of Wales’, and the most successful of all the
North Welsh princes prior to his grandson
Llywelyn the Great.

£9.95 9781847716941

The life story of Owain Williams, the Welsh
freedom fighter (and later councillor)
who was jailed in 1963 for blowing up an
electricity pylon as part of the bombing
campaign against the building of the
Tryweryn reservoir to provide water for the
city of Liverpool.

£9.99 9781784612467

Wilkinson, Susan
Mimosa

A factual history of the
ship that carried Welsh
settlers to Patagonia:
her builders and
owners, her time as a
tea-carrying clipper
before the historic
voyage across the
Atlantic ocean, ending
her days on the coast of
West Africa.

£9.95
9781784611842

humour
James, Huw
The Half-Tidy Book of
Welsh Jokes

A compendium of Welsh jokes, with
illustrations.

£3.95 9781847712059

Jandrell, David
Welsh Valleys Characters
A lighthearted look at the humour
and idiosyncracies of some stock
Welsh Valleys characters.

£3.95 9780862437725

Jandrell, David
Welsh Valleys Humour

A tongue-in-cheek guide, with cartoons, to
the unique dialect and humour of the South
Wales Valleys, with a foreword by Ronnie
Barker.

£3.95 9780862437367

Jandrell, David
More Welsh Valleys Humour

David Jandrell presents his long-awaited
sequel to the popular Welsh Valleys Humour

£3.95 9781847719522

Jandrell, David
Welsh Valleys
Phrasebook

A humorous guide to and
phrasebook of Valleys-speak,
affectionately taking a
tongue-in-cheek look at the
grammar, slang terms and
culture of the Welsh Valleys.

£3.99
9781784614058

Johns, Kevin
Vicar Joe’s Religious
Joke Book

Jokes from Vicar Joe – the
alter ego of Swansea’s all-round entertainer
Kevin Johns. A hilarious compendium of
religious jokes, including faux pas, epitaphs
on gravestones, and religious chat-up lines.

£4.95 9781847711632

Maggs, Alan
Welsh Choirs on Tour: Tales
from a tour organizer

Malone, Aubrey
Welsh Rarebits

A collection of acerbic putdowns, daft
definitions, controversial insights, gaffes,
prejudices, hoary old gags and some quirky
philosophical reflections, including quotes
from Dylan Thomas and Richard Burton.

£7.95 9781847716408

Palfrey, Colin
Wacky Wales

A personal, wacky guide to Wales with
nuggets of useful information about major
events, eating and drinking, entertainment,
and where to go: the stuff they don’t tell you
in the official guides.

£3.95 9781847713728

Phillips, Dilwyn
Welsh Jokes

A book poking fun at the idiosyncracies
of the Welsh, their love of rugby and beer,
religion, education and the role of females.

£3.95 9780862436193

Humorous and occasionally poignant
anecdotes and reminiscences about the Welsh
on tour.

£7.95 9781847716910
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miscellaneous
Andrews, Dafydd
The Welsh One Hundred

A guide to the hundred highest peaks in
Wales, comprising a list of walking routes,
estimated times for each route and parking
information, written by an experienced
mountain climber. Fully illustrated with
photographs and maps.

Chamberlain, Les
Welsh Nicknames

How did Jones the Filth get his name and
why was Dai Quiet Wedding so called? Who
were Jock the Bomb and Tommy Titanic? All
will be revealed.

£3.95 9781847716521

Clancy, Gerrie
Plain Poems

£5.95 9780862434977

Bodlore-Penlaez, Mikael
Atlas of Stateless
Nations in Europe

A collection of around
forty poems reflecting
the author’s experiences
of life in New York City
and Wales. There are
poems about nature,
Blodeuwedd, family and
the pain and pleasure of
writing poetry.

A graphic atlas of the currently
stateless nations of Europe, together
with compact historical, political
and cultural information. History
never stands still: these pages may
be considered a guide to those
nations that will indeed become
sovereign in 21st-century Europe.

£4.95 9781847719799

Clark, Caroline
Out at the Bright
Edge

£14.95 9781847713797

Brockway,
Derek & Aaron,
Martin
Great Welsh
Walks

Eighteen attractive walks
in all parts of Wales
from the TV series by
the renowned Welsh
weatherman and coauthor Martin Aaron;
with detailed directions,
OS-based maps, and
a wealth of colour
photographs.

£9.95
9781847718211

Brockway, Derek & Carey, Julian
Weatherman Walking

A guide book to twelve walks – mainly
in South, West and Mid Wales – grouped
around the seasons. Includes directions and
an insight into the social history, heritage,
wildlife and topography of the areas
described.

£7.95 9780862439170

Brockway, Derek & Carey, Julian
More Weatherman Walks

More leisurely walks for the general walker,
with Wales’ best-loved weatherman! Complete
with colour photographs, maps, directions
and historical and geographic information
about some of Wales’ most attractive
landscapes.

£9.95 9781847710581

A collection of poetry rooted in North
Ceredigion, describing and responding to the
landscape and history of the area from the
Teifi to the Dyfi. She captures memorable
moments in specific locations and celebrates
an area of outstanding natural beauty and its
long history.

£6.99 9781784614652

Davies, Brian
Welsh Place-Names Unzipped

A list of Welsh place-names with a guide to
their meanings, showing how to unravel their
multiple elements and supplying useful notes
on pronunciation and mutations.

enthusiasm for Wales cannot fail to inspire
readers to get out on the trail themselves and
see what our incredible country has to offer.

£12.99 9781784614508

Elis-Gruffydd, Dyfed
Wales: 100 Remarkable Vistas

A richly-illustrated full-colour volume, with
explanatory text, taking readers on an eyeopening journey around 100 of the most
remarkable scenic locations in Wales.

£19.99 9781784614492

Freeman, Bobby
First Catch Your Peacock

A revised edition of the classic guide to
traditional Welsh
food, first published
in 1980. The author
was a highly-respected
cookery writer, and this
book is a culmination
of thirty years’ research
into authentic Welsh
dishes in their social
and cultural context.

£12.95

9780862433154

Green, Jim
Welsh Quiz
Book

An entertaining quiz book with over 500
questions (with answers) on a variety of
topics relating to Wales, its famous people
and important places, its language and
history, culture, sport and trivia.

£2.95 9780862437206

£3.95 9780862435141

Davies, Dewi
Welsh Place Names and
their Meanings

A new edition of a comprehensive,
alphabetically-arranged list of Welsh
place-names with their English
meanings.

£2.95 9781847713131

Davies, Gilli
Welsh Calendar Cookbook

A handy, attractive cookbook for all seasons
with a Welsh flavour, by a respected expert
in the field.

£4.95 9780862437497

Davies, Tom
A Welsh Wander – An epic trek
right around Wales
A fascinating
first-hand
exploration of
the entire 1,100
miles of the
Offa’s Dyke and
Wales Coast
Paths, with
heart-warmingly
honest insights
into facing
this enormous
challenge.
The author’s
contagious

Gruffudd, Heini
Welsh
Names For
Children

Give your child a
Welsh name with
this essential,
best-selling
bilingual list. Now
extended, revised
and colour-coded, with meanings, links and
pictures, this book is more useful than ever.

£5.95 9781847712196

Gruffudd, Lefi (ed.)
Welsh Songs

A handy booklet of 28 popular Welsh songs,
including folk songs, modern songs and the
Welsh national anthem, plus guitar chords
and English translations.

£3.95 9780862435257

Hartnup, Richard
Gold Under Bracken

An original, well-illustrated introduction
to the land of Wales, using soil types as the
main factor in analysing landscape character,
and the way in which land has been used as
a resource. The emphasis is on a holistic view
of land and ecology as they affect human
well-being.

£9.95 9781847713148

Derek Brockway
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Hefin, John
Grand Slam – Behind the Scenes
of the Classic Film

Oostermeijer, Phyllis
Choose Life

A book of photographs and text about the
filming of the classic Grand Slam, originally
broadcast 30 years ago. Includes images of
the immortal Hugh Griffith, Windsor Davies,
Dewi Pws and Sharon Morgan.

A guide to personal change, with practical
advice on nurturing a positive mode of
thinking. It emphasises the importance of the
spiritual aspect of living in order to alleviate
depression, physical and emotional illnesses
and to achieve a stress-free, healthy life.

£8.95 9781847710178

£6.95 9780862436025

Jobbins, Siôn T
The Welsh National Anthem

Parker, Mike
Neighbours from Hell?

Learn the words and the fascinating
story of one of the world’s most loved
national anthems; includes the music,
original Welsh words, phonetic version and
English translation as well as an historical
introduction.

£3.95 9781847716590

Jobbins, Siôn T
The Red
Dragon: The
Story of the
Welsh Flag

Learn the story behind
one of the world’s
most distinctive flags
and Wales’ greatest
symbol. A full-colour
publication, generously
supplied with
photographs, cuttings,
illustrations and
entertaining text.

£3.99
9781784611354

Jones, Aneurin
Harvest Moon – The Life and
Work of Artist Aneurin Jones

The autobiography of Aneurin Jones, known
worldwide for his atmospheric paintings
of Welsh rural scenes, and especially his
paintings of Welsh cobs. This is the first book
about this prominent Welsh artist in the
English language.

£19.95
9781847718747

Lewis, Robert
Wenglish

A full dictionary of Wenglish,
the distinctive dialect of
the South Wales Valleys –
as spoken by Chris Needs.
Includes history, social
and geographical context,
grammar, alphabetical
glossary and exercises.

£9.95
9781847710307

From the Act of Union to Anne Robinson
and A A Gill, the
author of The
Rough Guide to
Wales takes a
humorous look
at the strange
relationship
between the
Welsh and the
English.

£8.95
9780862436117

Rees, Dewi
Pointers to
Eternity

Dewi Rees, a
medical doctor,
considers evidence for belief in life after
death. He presents the opinions of retired
Anglican bishops on the Resurrection and
their experiences of the presence of Jesus,
then provides accounts of other recent
meetings with Jesus. Finally, he reviews
recent research on people’s experiences of
their dead spouses.

£12.95 9781847711991

Rhys, Glyn
Castles of our Princes
/ Time Lines

A collection of Shakespearian sonnets in
two parts: the first reflecting on nine of our
Welsh castles and the second, Time Lines, a
collection of poems on a variety of subjects,
from the personal to the historical. With
pictures by Kyffin Williams and others.

£9.95 9781847719263

Rowlands, Dylan & Llinos
Rarebit & Rioja

A new edition of the award-winning Welsh
recipe book which uses some of Wales’ best
produce for recipes from Canapés and Tapas
to Main Courses and Desserts – but also
includes tales of journeys of discovery in the
wine world from Spain to Armenia.

UK Winner, Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards
£14.99 9781784614362

O’Neill, Diarmuid
Rebuilding the
Celtic Languages

The Six Nations Rugby
Songbook

£19.95 9780862437237

£2.95 9781847712066

A wide-reaching survey of recent sociolinguistic research into the Celtic languages
and their present state, with detailed maps,
diagrams and notes.

A must for all rugby fans! Anthems, hymns
and folk-songs for the ideal rugby sing-song.
Includes the words of ‘Sosban Fach’, ‘Fields
of Athenry’, ‘Scotland the Brave’ – and many
more.

Thomas, David
The Dylan Thomas Trail

A journey through the quiet villages and
beautiful coastline of central Ceredigion, and
in particular the colourful seaside town of
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New Quay, where Dylan lived for a while and
whose inhabitants influenced him when he
wrote Under Milk Wood. Fully illustrated.

£6.95 9780862436094

Walker, Peter
A Pocketful of
Myrrh

Poems from Peter
Walker exploring
nature, the ebb and
flow on life’s shorelines,
and pilgrimage in
various contexts. This
collection of little gems
is a keepsake.

£4.95
9781784611415

Walker, Peter
Listening to
Zappa

A volume of poems exploring the theme
of spirituality both inside and outside the
Church in Wales – how it sometimes clashes
with, and sometimes expands, what we think
of as ‘religious’, and how our sense of place
can affect our perceptions and tasks.

£4.95 9781847717030

Walker, Peter (ed.)
Travelling with the Saints

A volume of poetry by various contributors on
the theme of ‘pilgrimage’ – from a real sense
of place, through struggle to joy, but all share
the idea that we are ‘people of the way’.

£4.95 9781847717023

Williams, Peter Gordon
The Way Things Are

A collection of poems and short stories
dealing with injustice, transience, loss and
death. Drawing inspiration from the work of
Shakespeare, Browning, Jung and Euripides,
the author takes us on a fascinating journey
of discovery.

£7.99 9781784614447

Dylan and Llinos Rowlands, authors of Rarebit & Rioja

sport
Collins, David
The Welsh Football Quiz Book

A 20-round quiz book on all things connected
to Welsh international football, including
Gareth Bale, Bad Boys, Meet the Managers
and 1976 And All That….

£3.99 9781784612412

Cunnick, Geraint
Rugby: Heart of the Community
An unique bilingual volume of 120
photographs celebrating the influence of
rugby on communities throughout Wales.
Includes photos of players, supporters and
volunteers, illustrating how rugby impacts on
different elements of the community.

£9.95 9781847714138

Davies, Bryan
The Scrum that Changed my
Life

The poignant story of Bryan ‘Yogi’ Davies
who, during a rugby scrum at a match in Bala
in 2007, broke his neck and was paralyzed.
The book follows his day-to-day struggle to
come to terms with the horrific incident.

£9.95 9781847716927

Davies, Lynn
Great Welsh Number 10s

An analysis of the contribution of 32 Welsh
rugby Number 10s who were selected for
their country between 1947 and 1999. The
list includes Carwyn James, Barry John, Phil
Bennet, Neil Jenkins and many more.

£9.95 9781847717085

Gough, Ian
Goughy – A Tough Lock to
Crack

Davies, Terry &
Thomas, Geraint
Terry Davies:
Wales’s First
Superstar
Fullback

The remarkable life
story of Wales and
Lions rugby star Terry
Davies, encompassing
his childhood in Bynea,
Llanelli, learning rugby
in Stradey School,
making his debut as a
schoolboy for Swansea,
entering the Royal
Marines and winning his first cap for Wales.

Shortlisted for Sports Book of the Year 2016
£9.99 9781784612740

Dicks, Kevin
Handball – The Story of Wales’
First National Sport

200 years ago handball was a national
obsession. People travelled to watch matches
and won or lost fortunes through illegal
gambling. Welsh player/official Kevin Dicks’
meticulous research traces the long history of
this folk sport from its medieval churchyard
roots, through its
glory years in the
18th and 19th
centuries to its
modernisation
today. Over 60
images.

£14.99
9781784613761

Davies, Lynn
Hard Men of Welsh Rugby

A portrayal of 20 rugby union players who
fought on Welsh pitches for little more than
pride and honour in the days before the game
turned professional in 1995. Includes Dai
Morris, Graham Price, Ray Prosser, Brian
Thomas, Delme Thomas, Geoff Wheel, J P R
Williams, R H Williams, W O Williams and
Bobby Windsor.

£7.95 9781847713520

Davies, Lynn
Wales Defeated England

This heavily-loaded line from Max Boyce’s
‘Hymns and Arias’
is now the title of a
book which looks at
the classic matches
between the two old
foes between 1890
and 2013. Included are
controversial Wales vs
England matches such
as the 1890 match when
Wales were victorious
for the first time.

£7.99 9781784611163

Davies, Rhodri
Undefeated: The
Story of the 1974
Lions

This is the untold story of the most successful
British and Irish Lions tour in history: the
1974 party are the only Lions ever to emerge
undefeated.

£9.95 9781847719317

Easterby,
Simon
Easter’s
Rising

Tough.
Uncompromising.
A ferocious
flanker. A player nicknamed ‘Beasterby’,
with a reputation for body-on-the-line
rugby, as many an opponent has found out
to his cost and as the injuries he’s suffered
himself testify. Simon Easterby is Ireland’s
most- capped flanker, who also captained the
Scarlets Welsh region for five seasons.

£9.95 9781847713438

Evans, Howard
Welsh International
Matches 1881–2011

As well as a summary of the action as
it happened in each match, this book
includes the date of the match, the
venue, full details of both teams and
replacements (including which clubs
they played for), who scored what (tries,
conversions, penalties, drop goals) – and
the referee!

£14.95 9781847713568

Gibbard, Alun
Who Beat the All Blacks?

This book commemorates one of the top ten
greatest rugby moments ever, a match on 31
October 1972. The teams and score: Llanelli 9
New Zealand 3. The day’s events are recalled
by those who were there.

The autobiography of Welsh rugby star
Ian Gough. A double Grand Slam winner,
Gough’s top-class rugby career stretches
back almost 20 years, clocking up almost
500 appearances, including 64 full
international caps. 41 photographs.

£9.99 9781784613112

Hall, Mike & Stuart, Hamish
The Mike Hall Story

A personal perspective by a major player
in a key period for football in Wales.
Cardiff City have recently been promoted
and then relegated from the Premier
League, giving the author an insight into
the highs and lows of Cardiff FC from the
inside.

£9.95 9781847717108

Hartley, Tim
Kicking Off in North Korea
A book for anyone
interested not just in
football and travel, but in
people and places. Football
fans will recognise the
wider context of the
beautiful game and
seasoned travellers will
smirk as they recognise
themselves in awkward,
alien and often funny
situations.

£9.99
9781784612443

Howells, Lynn
Despite the
Knock-backs

Lynn Howells, formerly coach of the Celtic
Warriors and one of Graham Henry’s assistant
coaches during the 1999 World Cup, had
more than his fair share of betrayals during
rugby union’s transition from amateur to
professional status. This is his story.

£9.95 9781847714831

Jenkins, Geraint H
Proud to be a Swan

Swansea City Football Club celebrated its
centenary in 2012. This
book traces the history
of the club and gives
details of momentous
events on and off the
pitch since 1912.

£9.95
9781847716798

Jenkins, Geraint H
The Swans Go
Up!

The story of the Swans
from their low point
in 2002, when they
avoided relegation to the
Football Conference on
the last day of the season, to their progress up
the divisions. It describes the success under
Roberto Martinez but concentrates on the
promotion season.

£4.95 9781847714046

£9.95 9781847714695
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Jenkins, Gwyn & Gwyn,
Ioan
The Manchester
United Welsh

The story of the Welsh greats
who played for and coached
Manchester United football
team from its beginnings
in 1886 until the present
day, with specific reference
to Billy Meredith, Jimmy
Murphy, Mickey Thomas,
Mark Hughes and Ryan
Giggs.

£6.99
9781784613570

Jones, Matthew
The Lions Rugby Quiz Book

A quiz book on the British and Irish Lions
rugby team, with 50 rounds of 10 questions
each, by the author of the bestselling Welsh
Rugby Quiz Book.

£3.99 9781784613730

Jones, Matthew
The Rugby Union Quiz Book

Here’s a chance to test the old grey matter.
This rugby quiz book contains 50 rounds of
10 questions, reflecting some of the fantastic
and more unusual moments of rugby from
all over the world.

£3.99 9781784611170

Jones, Matthew
The Six Nations Rugby Quiz
Book

Test your knowledge about the Six Nations
rugby tournament. This quiz book is
divided into increasingly more difficult
rounds – thankfully, the answers are in
the back!

£3.95 9781847714213

International referee Nigel Owens promotes his autobiography

Jones, Matthew
Welsh Rugby Quiz Book

Everybody in Wales thinks they know it all
when it comes to the oval ball! See if you
really do. Each round of this book can be
considered as an individual quiz with the
questions getting more difficult as you
progress through the book.

the players around him and was held in great
affection by the Swans fans.

£9.95 9781847714237

Morris, Dai
Shadow: The Dai
Morris Story

The story of legendary
Welsh rugby player Dai
Morris, a member of the
successful 1970s squad,
and a man who worked
shifts in the coal mine in
the morning and played
for his country in the
afternoon.

£3.95 9781847710499

Lewis, Steve
All Black and Amber – 1963
and a Game of Rugby

A book written to tie in with the fiftieth
anniversary of Newport RFC defeating
the New Zealand All Blacks on 30
October 1963.

£9.95 9781847717382

£9.95
9781847714862

McNeil, Dixie
Dixie

Nurse, Mel
Mr Swansea

This autobiography captures the genius of the
football legend who shot to prominence in
the 1970s. Playing in an era long before the
big football salaries came into being, Dixie
was instrumental in helping Hereford Utd
and Wrexham FC to reach the second tier of
the English league for the first time in their
histories.

£9.95 9781847713650

Monk, Garry
Garry Monk:
Loud, Proud &
Positive

The autobiography of
the former Swansea
City FC captain.
During his seven years
at Swansea Garry
was instrumental in
leading his team to
promotion on three
occasions. He instilled
a positive attitude in

The autobiography of Mel Nurse, co-written
with Pete Welsh. Mel served his home-town
football club Swansea Town with distinction
in two spells between 1955 and 1971, and
also his country, alongside legends like the
Charles brothers, Ivor Allchurch and Cliff
Jones, in a golden era for Welsh football.

£9.95 9781847711472

O’Keefe, Bill & Young, Emyr
The Arms Park: Heart of a
Rugby Nation

A history of Welsh rugby, describing the
establishment of the ‘crowns’ of the Welsh
game: the Cardiff Arms Park and the
Millennium Stadium. The book traces Welsh
rugby’s roots pre-1881, and discusses the
rugby grounds which were established on the
sites of the current stadia.

£9.95 9781847713537

O’Shea, Rick
Rick O’Shea: It’s All Rugby

The autobiography of the popular Welsh
rugby pundit and presenter, Rick O’Shea.
Rick comes from good rugby stock, his father
John having played for Wales and the British
Lions – and he’s no stranger to the game
himself, having played schoolboy, club and
student rugby.

£9.95 9781784610074

Owens, Nigel
Half Time

The best-selling autobiography of
international rugby referee Nigel Owens, who
is considered one of the best in the world. The
sport’s first openly-gay personality, Owens
tells of his tormented teenage years in a
Welsh village and his attempted suicide in his
20s, and how he overcame his difficulties to
become a favourite figure in the rugby world.

£9.95 9781847712011

Poole, Ken
Percy Bush: Welsh Rugby’s Little
Marvel and his Remarkable
Victorian Family
The book traces the life of famous Welsh
rugby player Percy Bush from his earliest
days. He was an extraordinary personality
both on and off the field and despite only
playing on eight occasions for Wales,
his performances and the games he was
associated with are legendary.

£8.99 9781784611217
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Reyburn, Ross
John Dawes: The Man Who
Changed the World of Rugby

A biography of the early life and playing
career of John Dawes, the London Welsh,
British Lions and Barbarians captain. The
biography is the fruit of extensive interviews,
with a postscript analyzing Dawes’ place in
rugby history as one of the game’s greatest
innovators.

£9.99 9781784613464

Stead, Phil
The Red
Dragons: The
Story of Welsh
Football

Red Dragons covers
the story of Welsh
football since its
earliest days in the
19th century, looking
at the characters,
controversies and
developments of
the country’s clubs,

players, and the national team. With a
chapter on the Road to France.

£9.95 9781784612368

Thomas, Delme
Delme: The Autobiography

The life of one of the heroes of Llanelli, Wales
and Lions rugby. Delme Thomas reached the
pinnacle of the game with his club, country
and internationally during a 15-year playing
career, and was picked for the British Lions
tour in 1966, despite not having yet been
capped by his country.

£9.95 9781847719584

Thomas, Jamie
The Dragon Roars Again

national team since 1958. It was a dream
come true just to get there, and nobody could
have predicted the dizzy heights they would
eventually reach!

£9.99
9781784613563

Williams, J J & Jackson,
Peter
JJ Williams: the
Life and Times of a
Rugby Legend
The legendary flyer reveals
all for the first time in
this candid and refreshing
autobiography.

A document of the fantastic recent success of
the Welsh football team and their qualifying
campaign for Euro 2016.

£14.99 (hardback)
9781784611422

Thomas, Jamie
When Dragons Dare to Dream

Ali Yassine has one of the most well-known
voices in South Wales, having spent a decade
as the announcer for Cardiff City FC and the
Welsh national football team.

£9.99 9781784612436

A book describing the amazing progress of
the Welsh football team through the Euro
2016 finals, the first major finals for the

Yassine, Ali
Was it Something I Said?

£7.95 9781847712332
		

Welsh learners
BBC
Learn Welsh Grammar

A pocket Welsh grammar based on the
highly-successful Welsh Learners website,
comprising a guide for beginners and
information for advanced learners, grammar
terms, common idioms and phrases, and
vocabulary for everyday situations.

£5.95 97800862437305

mutate and are often derived from English.
Traditional grammarians will hate this book
but learners will love it because they will
learn actual, spoken Welsh – fast!

£6.95 9781847712424

Gruffudd, Heini
Street Welsh

Gruffudd, Heini
Hands-Free Welsh

Start learning Welsh today by
listening to words, phrases and
conversations in real, spoken Welsh.
Play the 2 CDs in the car, on the
beach – or in the bath at home! It’s
fun – and it’s effective. Suitable for
absolute beginners or learners who want to
perfect their pronunciation. With a 56-page
booklet.

£9.95 9781847711298

Gruffudd, Heini
It’s Welsh!

A lively course – with
photographs – for
teenagers learning
Welsh. May be used
instead of, or alongside,
formal lessons.

£6.95
9780862432454

Gruffudd, Heini
Live Welsh

The first Welsh tutor
to use actual forms
in current daily use.
These forms ignore
verb endings, do not
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A full-colour
phrasebook
introducing basic
Welsh so that learners
can understand
the Welsh around
them, and engage in
simple conversations
with Welsh speakers.

£4.95
9780862439026

Gruffudd, Heini
Welcome to Welsh

The best-selling, user-friendly course for
Welsh learners, comprising useful grammar
notes, exercises, cartoon conversations and a
dictionary.

£5.95 9780862430696

Gruffudd, Heini
Welcome to Welsh CD
A 2-CD set to
accompany Welcome
to Welsh. Use with
the book to perfect
your pronunciation
and understanding.

£9.95
9781847710345

Gruffudd, Heini
The Welsh Learner’s Dictionary

The best-selling Welsh-English, English-Welsh
dictionary for Welsh learners comprising over
20,000 words and phrases, pronunciations,
mutations and grammatical explanations,
words in context and place-names.

£6.95 9780862433635

Gruffudd, Heini
The Welsh
Learner’s
Dictionary Mini
Edition

A new, pocketable edition
of The Welsh Learner’s
Dictionary, for use in
evening classes, schools
and around town.

£3.95
9780862435172

Gruffudd, Heini
Welsh Rules: A Grammar for
Learners

A comprehensive, large-format Welsh
grammar specifically for adult learners,
presented in an entertaining style with
cartoon illustrations. With graded sections
and exercises.

£14.95 9780862436568

Gruffudd, Heini
Welsh Rules Exercises

2,000 exercises, with an answers section,
which can be used on its own or with Welsh
Rules: A Grammar for Learners.

£3.95 9780862437114

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

Welsh learners
James, Meleri Wyn (ed.)
Ar Ben Ffordd

Gruffudd, Heini
Welsh Talk

A collection of useful
spoken Welsh words,
phrases and sentences
for Welsh learners in
everyday situations,
together with WelshEnglish and EnglishWelsh glossaries.

A series of six
books of reading
material for
learners, leading
the reader, step by
step, from beginner to
advanced level.

£3.95 9780950017877

Camu Ymlaen
(Mynediad/Level 1)
9781847714596
Ling-di-Long
(Mynediad/Level 1)
9781847714602
Mynd Amdani (Sylfaenol/Level 2)
9781847714619
Nerth dy Draed (Sylfaenol/Level 2)
9781847714626
Ar Garlam (Canolradd/Level 3)
9781847714633
Cath i Gythraul (Canolradd/ Level 3)
9781847714640
£4.95 each
Package of all six books, £19.95 only
9781847716774

Hayles, Leonard
Welsh Phrases for Learners

Jones, Lisa
Welsh for Parents

£3.95 9780862434474

Gruffudd, Heini &
Ioan, Elwyn
Welsh is Fun!

A light-hearted
introduction to Welsh by means of cartoons,
with exercises, grammar and vocabulary.
First published in 1971, it has sold over
250,000 copies.

£3.95 9780950017877

Gruffudd, Heini & Ioan, Elwyn
Welsh is Fun-tastic!

A sister volume to Welsh is Fun with similarly
politically-incorrect humour, cartoons,
lessons and vocabulary.

A dictionary of alphabeticallyarranged English-Welsh and WelshEnglish phrases and idioms for Welsh
learners.

£6.95 9780862433642

Hunter, Hilda & Williams, Carol
Venturing into Welsh
/ Dysgu Cymraeg

Two Welsh learners describe their
adventures, difficulties and conquests
as they become fluent in Welsh. The
book gives an insight into the process
of learning the language and includes
a useful translation on every opposite
page.

£5.95 9781847710376

Lisa Jones, author of Welsh for Parents, at Tafwyl

A 3-CD course for
Welsh-language
learners with clear,
easy-to-use practice
book. An ideal course
for beginners to
learn the language
confidently with your
children in the home.

£19.95
9781847713599

Jones, Lisa
Welsh for
Parents: a
Learner’s
Handbook

A unique handbook for followers of Welsh for
Parents. Aimed at parents and grandparents
of children in Welsh-medium schools, it is

intended for kitchen-table use so that the
examples presented will be of daily support
as the whole family learn Welsh together.

£9.95 9781784610753

Knox, Liam
The Pan-Celtic Phrasebook

A compendium of Welsh, Gaelic, Irish
and Breton phrases (with English
translations)
for everyday
usage. With
cartoons.

£5.95
9780862434410

Lewis, Mared
Fi, a Mr Huws

A novel for advanced
learners, with glossary.
Ben and Lena’s only son
leaves for university for
the first time, putting a
strain on the couple and
raising questions for
the future. Doubts and
secrets start to multiply…

£7.99 9781784614003

Llywelyn, Jen
Welsh in a Year!

Learn Welsh in just one year! That’s what
Jen Llywelyn did – while holding down a job
and studying history. Here she shares her
personal experiences and tips to help you to
learn in your own way. It’s full of practical –
and inspirational – advice.

£7.95 9780862439682

Welsh in Your Pocket
A handy little language aid
for Welsh learners to carry
around. The concertina cards
include basic Welsh grammar
rules, mutations, sentence
forms and commands, as
well as everyday word and
phrases.

£3.95 9781847718778

Welsh on the Wall Poster

Attractive and colourful A2 poster
introducing basic Welsh words and rules –
with translations.

£4.95 9781847716026
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Welsh learners
Morris, Steve & Meara,
Paul
Welsh Words: Core
vocabulary with
phrases (North
Wales)

A core vocabulary with
phrases based on research
by experts in the Welsh
for Adults field: these are
the words you will need
to know by the end of the
Mynediad course level. In a
handy size to fit neatly into
your bag or pocket.

£4.95
9781847719034

Morris, Steve & Meara, Paul
Welsh Words: Core
vocabulary with phrases
(South Wales)
£4.95
9781847719812

O’Riain, Flann
Lazy Way to Welsh

This must be the laziest introduction to Welsh
ever! Laugh at the cartoons while mastering
a variety of basic Welsh words,
phrases and sentences.

£5.95 9780862432409

Newcombe, Dr
Lynda Pritchard
Speak Welsh
Outside Class
– You Can Do
It!

A short book to
help learners use
their classroom Welsh with
confidence in the community.

£5.99 9781784612733

young readers
Edwards, Meinir Wyn
Famous Welsh Tales

Ifans, Rhiannon
Saint David

£4.95 9781847710468

£6.95 9780862436056

A volume of famous folk tales from Wales,
hailing from Gwynedd, Ceredigion, Powys and
Merthyr Tydfil. Suitable for 7–11 year-olds,
each story has 11 full-colour illustrations.

A beautiful volume with a dozen inspiring
stories about Saint David, retold by Rhiannon
Ifans. With striking colour illustrations by
Margaret Jones.

Edwards, Meinir Wyn
Welsh Folk Stories

Ifans, Rhiannon
Tales From The
Celtic Countries

A second volume of
stories about Twm Siôn
Cati, Branwen and
Bendigeidfran, Macsen’s
Dream, Rebecca’s Daughters
and the Girl of the Lake.
Like Famous Welsh Tales,
a colourful book, suitable
for schools, parents and
children.

£4.95
9781847713582

Fletcher, Chris
Rock Tales

A book about geology, designed for children
but of interest to adults too. The reader will
learn how rocks are formed and understand
the clues to discovering past environments.
The rocks of Anglesey are investigated and
the reader is encouraged to become a rock
detective.

£6.95 9781847713803

Gwanas, Bethan
Ramboy

A short, lively and funny novel: poor Dewi –
every night, something happens to him. His
body changes into an animal. Not a werewolf,
which would have been quite cool, but a sheep!

£3.95 9780862439934

Ifans, Rhiannon
Owain Glyndãr: Prince of Wales
A beautiful volume with thirteen stories
skilfully depicting the age of Owain Glyndãr,
mixing legend and history. Includes striking
colour illustrations by Margaret Jones.

£6.95 9780862435448
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An enchanting collection of
a dozen Celtic myths: two
each from Wales, Ireland,
Brittany, Scotland, The
Isle of Man and Cornwall,
beautifully illustrated by
Margaret Jones.

£6.95 9780862435011

Llewelyn, Haf
An Empty Chair:
The story of Welsh
First World War poet Hedd Wyn

Young adult novel about poet Hedd Wyn,
with vivid first-person narration by his
teenage sister Anni bringing the World War
I setting to life. The novel centres on Anni’s
relationships with her older brother Ellis
(Hedd Wyn) and
her best friend
Lora, and the
difficult decisions
they have to
face concerning
family, friendship,
love and honesty,
as well the
impact of the war
on their whole
community.

£5.99
9781784614522

Thomas, Gwyn
King Arthur

A beautiful book reclaiming for King Arthur
the place he has
occupied for
centuries in the
Welsh imagination
as a symbol of
our will to live.
Distinguished
scholar and poet
Gwyn Thomas
retells the legends
while also drawing
from historical
sources. In a large
format and fully
illustrated by
Margaret Jones.

£9.95
9780862437985

Thomas, Gwyn
The Story of Dafydd ap Gwilym
A handsome book presenting, in a lively
style, the story of the medieval bard Dafydd
ap Gwilym, his life and times, with striking
colour illustrations by Margaret Jones. For
readers of all ages.

£6.95 9780862437121

Thomas, Gwyn
Tales from the Mabinogion

Gwyn Thomas and Kevin Crossley-Holland’s
modern adaptation of the medieval stories
of Pwyll, Branwen, Manawydan and Math.
Illustrated by Margaret Jones.

£9.95 9780862438975

Tomos, Morgan
Alun the Bear and the Football
Match

Alun the Bear has been chosen to represent
Wales as a member of the Welsh football
team, but he does not play well! He decides to
become a referee, but how will he cope with
that?

£3.99 9781784613587

for the full list, visit our website www.ylolfa.com

young readers
Tomos, Morgan
Alun the Bear and the Grand
Slam

Alun is so excited at seeing Wales play that
he runs on the pitch and accidentally scores
for the other side. He is very sad but when a
player is injured, the Wales team turn to Alun
to rescue the game…

£3.95 9781847716606

Tomos, Morgan
Alun the Bear in the Castle

Alun the Bear visits a castle with his mum
and dad – but history comes alive when Alun
discovers hidden treasure.

£3.95 9781847718761

Tomos, Morgan
Mrs GwraK

A new cook has arrived in school, but she is
in fact a witch in disguise and her aim is to
feed all the children unhealthy food which
will make them very fat and unable to control
themselves. The witch will then be allpowerful and able to rule the world.

£4.95 9781847713056

Tomos, Morgan
The Wales Fun Book

An activity book for 2–7 year olds including
puzzles, colouring, join the dots, spot the
difference and other games based on Wales
and Welsh history.

£1.95 9781847711281

Vaughan, William
Blood Month

A detective story set in
and around Llanover
Grange, a boys’
boarding school in the
Vale of Glamorgan, in
the autumn of 1971.
Rhian Evans, a young
female history teacher,
finds herself attracted
to one of her pupils
and, on Remembrance
Sunday, chances
upon the body of the
school’s unpopular
headmaster.

£4.95 9781847716569

Vaughan, William
Gold Hunter

An exciting adventure for teenagers. In 1864,
an arrogant and ambitious sixteen year old
steals his widowed mother’s life savings and
sails from Cardiff to Australia to find gold.
William Jenkins journeys into the bush only
to encounter drunkards, crocodiles, outlaws
and aboriginals…

£4.95 9781847712004

Williams,
David Morgan
The Crystal
Fountain
Set in Ethiopia,
the story of
two children,
Omo and Asha,
rescuing an ibex
from a landslide
on Mount Ras
Dashen and
bringing it back
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to health with the help of Henry, the hippo,
and Crocus, the crocodile and some magical
bubbles from a crystal fountain.

£5.99 9781784613488

Williams, David Morgan
Dragonrise

Are the strange spiral patterns on the gold
medallion linked to King Arthur? A fantasy
novel for children aged 9–12, set in Wales.

£5.95 862436730

Williams, David Morgan
Wu-Ling’s Tears

Wu-ling was frightened when she discovered
that the Great Bamboo Forest was on fire. The
giant panda had to escape to the mountains,
but if the bamboo shoots were destroyed, she
would die of starvation…

£3.95 9781847714183

Williams, David Morgan
XCalibur, Merlin and the Teeth
of the Dragon

A fantasy thriller for 9–12 year olds. Huw
finds himself back in time in the year 590 AD
but travels further back with his friends to
meet Qin, the first Emperor of China, using a
powerful talisman…

£5.95 9781847718235

Williams, Mark
The Little Welsh Football Fan

The little Welsh fan has a chance to see Wales
play in a major tournament! A story for 3–5
year olds.

£3.99 9781784613648

Williams, Mark
The Little Welsh Rugby Fan

A young Welsh rugby fan hasn’t had a
chance to see a game because his parents
are working all the time. But then he meets
a friend and has a chance to see his beloved
Wales play. For 3–5 year-olds.

£3.95 9781847714398

Wyn, Dafydd
Hunting the Man in the Moon

Men have just landed on the moon as David
Jones begins his first year as a pupil at
Croesdy Comprehensive School. The bullies
who pick on him picture themselves as
astronauts in pursuit of David, whom they
link with the isolated man in the moon whose
sea of tranquillity has been disturbed by the
moon landing.

£4.95 9781847718334

Wyn, Dafydd
The M4 Cats

Cats are fleeing along the M4 from London
towards the magical land of Tircoed in Wales.
They are escaping from the cat flu virus and
old Gap-tooth, a giant rat who lurks in the
sewers beneath Trafalgar Square. But will the
Welsh cats welcome them? For 9–12 year-olds.

£4.95 9781847710383

Illustration by Margaret Jones for King Arthur

